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In March 2020, we had 11
KidsTime Workshops operating
across the country. This report
presents data from 10 of them seven in London, two in
Bedfordshire, and one in
Plymouth. It provides a snapshot
in time of the number of children
and families our workshops were
actively supporting before the
pandemic.
We know our numbers are small
in comparison to the scale of
need – over 2.9 million children
in the UK live with a parent who
has anxiety or depression, which
doesn't account for the
thousands of children living with
parents who have other mental
illnesses. This is due to the lack
of recognition of children of
parents with a mental illness in
national policy and funding
frameworks. As a consequence,
our projects rely on grants and
constrained local authority
funds, which limits our impact to
small pockets of support within
local communities.
However, I am optimistic that
this situation can change, and we
have made small, yet
significant, strides in the last 12

introduction

This report provides a
snapshot of the reach
and impact of our
KidsTime Workshops,
before the pandemic.

months towards our mission of
getting recognition for this
group, and extending our reach.
You can read more about this in
our annual report.

I am delighted that we will be
launching five new KidsTime
Workshops in autumn/winter
2020/21, including three local
authority partnerships. We are
also collaborating on a two-tothree-year research project with
the Mental Health Foundation,
the Evidence-based Practice Unit
at the Anna Freud National
Centre for Children and
Families, and Southwark
Council, which will deliver and
evaluate nine KidsTime
Workshops.
The pandemic has coincided in a
national decline in mental
health, and research indicates
that those with existing mental
health conditions will be worse
affected. Councils and local
health authorities are
increasingly recognising this gap
in provision and as an
organisation we are well
positioned to provide a solution.
I encourage you to read our case
studies which best illustrate the
impact of our work, and the
difference the KidsTime
Workshops can make for
families in need.

Dympna Cunnane
CEO, Our Time
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key data summary

This is a snapshot
of who was
attending our
KidsTime
Workshops prior
to the pandemic.

116
families

In at least two of
the workshops

over
70%

of the children
and young people
lived in single parent
households

202

children and young
people

90

boys
(44.
6%)

112

ls
gir
)
4%
.
5
(5

Brent, Barnet,
Hackney & Haringey
were the largest workshops, with
over 15 families and 25-30 children
and young people taking part

Family ethnic backgrounds

41%
White British

21%
Black British

38%

Other, including Asian
British & mixed
backgrounds

39%

The most prevalent mental
health issue among parents at
the workshops is

depression &
anxiety

At
least 4

In at least
three workshops

60-70%
of parents have
more than one
mental health
diagnosis

workshops highlighted that a
stressor within some
families was past domestic
violence and/or substance
misuse

The

11
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r
o f fa a ge nu
mb
m il
e
w o r ie s pe r r
k sh
op

99.1%
54%

20

The average number of
children & young
people
per workshop

of referrals came from services
working with children and families

of referrals were from
Children’s Social Care

Data in detail

Ages of the children and young
people in attendance
8% were aged under five years
60% were aged 6-15 years
Only 5% were aged 16+
There's an almost equal split of
children and young people in the
6-10 (30%) and 11-15 (30%) age
groups
The age was unknown for 27% due
to incomplete data

Unknown
27%

6-10 years old
30%

16 years old+
5%
Under five years old
8%
11-15 years old
30%

Family ethnic background data
41% of families identified as white
British
21% of families identified as black
British (black African 10%; black
Caribbean 2.5%; other black
background 8.6%)
11% identified as having a mixed
ethnic background
8% of families identified as Asian
British
7% of families identified as ‘other’
ethnic background
5% identified as having a nonBritish white background

Other
7.5%
Asian British
8.6%

White British
44.1%

Mixed
11.8%

Black British
22.6%

Parental mental health
The most prevalent mental health
issue among parents taking part in
the workshops is depression
and/or anxiety (39%)
21% of parents had a diagnosed
personality disorder
Other parental diagnoses included
bipolar, schizophrenia, PTSD and
psychosis
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In at least three of the workshops, 6070% of parents had more than one
mental health diagnosis - this is
usually depression/anxiety, in
addition to another mental health
issue (e.g. a personality disorder,
schizophrenia or PTSD). This suggests
that a high proportion of children and
young people across the KidsTime
Workshops are living with a parent
who has multiple and complex/severe
mental health issues.
Another stressor within some families
was past domestic violence and/or
substance misuse - at least four of the
workshops highlighted this. For
example, in two of the workshops, at
least nine families (30%) had been
impacted by domestic violence.

This suggests that the young people in
these families were taking on caring
responsibilities for their parents and
other siblings in the household. We
can anticipate a similar trend across
the other workshops.

Parental engagement
The majority of children and young
people attend the workshops with their
mothers; however, there are a few
fathers taking part in several of the
workshops. Several children attend the
workshops with their grandparents,
who are the primary carers for the
children in many instances.

Referrals

Families and referrers have also
reported past and present self-harm
and suicidal tendencies in some of the
families.

A total of 99.1% of referrals came from
services working with children and
families, with only 0.9% of families
self-referring.

Single-parent households

The highest proportion of referrals
(54%) come from local authority
children’s services (Children’s Social
Care & Early Help); 16% come from
schools; and 15% from children and
adults’ mental health services.

We have incomplete data about the
number of single-parent households;
however, in at least two of the
workshops, over 70% of the children
and young people live in single-parent
households.
In one of those workshops, 80% of
children living in single-parent
households were living with a parent
with a mental illness.
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This suggests that the KidsTime
Workshops are well integrated within
their local networks, and that referrers
trust and value the KidsTime
Workshop model. The high percentage
of referrals from children’s services
points to a gap in statutory and local

Impact data
Most of the workshops have provided
testimonials and case studies to
illustrate the impact of their work.
Some of the KidsTime Workshops use
evaluation methodologies to measure
progress, including the Bedfordshire
workshops, who use the Family
Outcomes Star model. A recent
evaluation of families attending the
Bedfordshire KidsTime Workshops
showed improvements across all of
the outcome areas:
Physical health: 2-4 raised to 7-8
Your well-being: 2-5 raised to 6-8
Meeting your children’s emotional
needs: 4-5 raised to 9
Keeping your children safe: 1-3
raised to 7-8
Social networks: 1-3 raised to 6-7
Education and learning: 3-4 raised
to 7
Boundaries and behaviour: 2-4
raised to 5-6
Family and routine: 3-4 raised to 56
Home and money: 1-3 raised to 6-8
Progress to work: 1-2 raised to 5-7
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authority provision for children of
parents with a mental illness, with
these local areas relying on third
sector organisation such as Our Time
to provide specialist and targeted
support.

In 2020/2021, we will be moving to
a standardised model for impact
evaluation with all new KidsTime
Workshops, supported by licence
agreements.

“It has
been a
huge
help”

“Makes me more
conscious about
my actions
around my
children”

“Have fun and
build
confidence”

“Get time with my son”

“Gives me ideas and lets
me listen to others”

Testimonials

“It’s really good
for the children can we have it
twice a month?”

“Meeting new people”

“Slowly helping me
become more confident
in myself and talking
to others”

“Help myself
to be safe”

“It was
good for
the kids,
they really
enjoyed it”

“Felt a bit
more
confident”

“Not being judged
by others”
“Given me the
tools and info to
try and be better
at home”

“It’s the start of the
conversation”

The following testimonies
have been gathered from
parents, carers, children
and young people and
referrers to the KidsTime
Workshops.
Developing insight
& understanding
“I’m learning more about people’s
mental health and about my
daughter’s condition. It has helped me
feel more empathy towards her now. It
also helps my grandchildren
understand what their mum is going
through. It’s amazing support something we’ve never had before.”
(Grandmother)
“KidsTime is the only time where me
and [daughter] can talk about these
things. We never used to discuss my
issues before, but now I realise that
she already knew more than I thought
she did. Seeing her in the drama plays
makes me realise how my condition
affects her. We can now talk about it
together." (Mum of two)
“It’s amazing. We have fun and learn
about mental health too.” (Child, aged
eight)
A mother of a six-year-old child was
sectioned and when the child’s social
worker asked whether he understood
why, he said: "Yes, because of what is
happening in mummy's head. I learnt
that [at KidsTime]."
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“It's amazing.
We have fun and
learn about
mental health
too.”

Child drawing a brain, explaining what
he had learnt from the workshops to a
new family: “This is the prefrontal
cortex. This is the brain stem.
Sometimes it can blow up like a
volcano, then Mummy doesn’t want to
see us. But sometimes it is good and
then mummy is happy.” (Child aged
seven)
“Can I take this [a clay art piece of the
brain this child had made] home with
me? I want to show mum how her
brain works.” (Child, aged eight)
“I am so glad [the family] had a great
time yesterday. S’s behaviour has
improved at school since she joined
the sessions. It seems like talking
about her problems with friends and
doing the drama helps her understand
why her mum behaves the way she
does. She said she made some friends
there, too.” (Support worker)
“B told me that you talked about
mental illness and did a game with
agreeing and disagreeing. She was
surprised that people said that mental
illness wasn’t scary. At school her
friends don’t understand, so it is good
for her to get a different view and meet
people who do understand. She was
very positive.” (Social worker)

“[I’ve learned] it’s better to talk to
someone… instead of building things
up and then things get to breaking
point.” (Parent)
“I think it’s helped them to understand
[mental health issues]”; “He’s very
aware about my mental health now”; “I
wish this place could have been
around longer when I had my first
child who is now 20… it would’ve been
a great way to support her, to help her
to understand mental health issues in
a safe environment. So, it’s a shame
that it was not there then.” (Parent)

Feeling safe & getting support
“KidsTime gives us a lot of support;
we’ve never had that before and it’s
not just one person, it’s the fact that
the whole family can come and get
support - that’s what makes the
difference.” (Parent)
“Thank you for calling us every month.
We really appreciate it and thank you
for helping the children. We are very
grateful and want to come every time.”
(Mother of three)
“Mum was very positive about
yesterday’s workshop. She said [her
daughter] wouldn’t stop talking about
it. Every time I see the family they ask
me when the next workshop is.”
(Support worker)
"The children love it, especially the
drama. F in particular is very excited
about it. I think they felt isolated and
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didn’t have much support, because
they moved a few times. KidsTime
helps them with this." (Social worker)
“Mum is incredibly keen about the
workshops. Thank you for offering this
support to the family.” (Social worker)
“I appreciate how much you do for [the
family]. They are also grateful. They
are difficult to contact sometimes, but
I think they feel comfortable talking to
you. They know they are safe with
KidsTime and that what they say is
confidential. The parents can give
advice to each other. I think this is
sometimes better than social workers
talking to them, as they hear plenty
from us already.” (Social worker)
“I had a problem with being referred to
my doctor… trying to speak to the right
people, because you’re being fobbed
off and sent to this place, sent to that
place. A person at KidsTime was there
to guide me and help me in the right
direction.” (Parent)

Knowing you’re not alone
“Everyone’s kind and understanding;
it’s really useful to know there’s other
people out there.” (Parent)
“Sometimes I don’t feel like going,
because of my [depression]. But [the
children] keep pestering me and are
asking to go; so I go because I know it
makes them happy, but I always feel
better after the workshop as well. It is
nice to talk to other parents about the
worries I have and to know that I am
not alone.” (Mum of three)
“My children enjoy it the most. They
also realise that this is because of their
mother’s bipolar disorder, so they are
more supportive to her. The children
realise that others have similar
problems, so they are more
accommodating. My wife also feels
better when she meets with other
women with similar problems as
her. She liked the last meeting she
attended. She chatted with another
member with similar problems. Once
a month keeps us in touch with the
reason we are attending the event and
assists my wife in maintaining her
mental health. The children also like
the pizza and fun.” (Father of two)

"I go because I know it makes
them happy, but I always feel
better after the workshop as
well"
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“I feel sad I can’t attend today, because
[the children] love coming [to
KidsTime]. I met up with K the other
day and we had a really nice
conversation. I have also texted P and
asked her how she was doing. So when
we are not at the session we can still
help each other.” (Mother of two)
“Oh yes, the sessions are really good. I
spoke to a lady last time and I could
relate to her very well. I am happy I am
not alone and going through this on
my own now.” (Mother of one)
“[Child] seems much more confident
talking about his mother’s mental
illness since he has started attending
the workshops. At first, he was
embarrassed and felt like his family
were the only family where this was an
issue. After seeing that there are other
kids like him and learning to talk
about mental health, he now talks to
his friends about it at school without
shame.” (Social worker)
“One of my workers just referred a
family of three children to the
Westminster group and they fed back
to her that they loved the first session
– the kids said they had made friends
already and really wanted to go back
so that is great positive feedback – we
will keep in mind further families that
can be referred.” (Service manager)
“You learn you are not the only one
going through some challenges… and
when others share their experiences,
it helps you to learn more about how to
manage the situation you’re in.”
(Parent)

"Here we
play games,
make friends
and talk about
things"

De-stressing & having fun
“KidsTime is the best time! This was
the best day of my life.” (Child, aged
eight)
“Can we go to KidsTime every week? I
love it here.” (Child, aged seven)
“Here we play games, make friends
and talk about things. Our parents will
go and talk to [the mental health lead]
and we make things and draw. It’s
really fun.” (Child, aged nine)
“This is my first time here, but I like
it very much. I am drawing a
butterfly, because they are nice and
make people happy. I feel happy too
now. Sometimes mum isn’t happy,
maybe I can show this to her.”
(Child, aged eight)
“The children are enthusiastic
about the sessions. They love
telling me about them. They’re
always asking me and mum when
they can go again. If I have another
family that can benefit, I will refer
them [to KidsTime].”
(Key worker)
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Feedback from
workshop visitors
Last year, the Westminster KidsTime
Workshop was visited by Aida Cable,
Head of Young People’s Mental Health
programmes at the Royal Foundation
of the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge and the Duke and Duchess
of Sussex.
This is what she had to say:
“I was very moved by the session
with the families, partly because of
the level of trauma that they have
experienced, but also because of
their willingness to talk about their
lives and to seek support from each
other (as well as the practitioners). It
struck me that these were individuals
who the system fails time and time
again because there is insufficient
understanding of the underlying
causes of the difficulties they contend
with."
"The KidsTime group is a powerful
vehicle for enabling the type of
conversations that clearly don't
happen, either for the adults or the
children. Thank you so much for
allowing me to join you and I wish you
all the very best with the amazing
work you are doing.”

case studies

The following case studies
have been submitted by our
workshop staff to help
illustrate how the KidsTime
Workshops have made a
difference for individual
families. They have been
anonymised and some key
identifying characteristics
removed to protect the
identities of individuals and
families.

when she is well enough, but often
stops visiting them when she feels
unwell.
The children have not missed a single
workshop since they joined. Their
mum and her partner, who also has a
mental health problem, felt very
anxious about being in the group
initially and hardly talked, but kept
coming because they thought it was
important for the children.

"A place where we can talk
about mental illness"

The children’s grandmother told us
that the children often ask in-between
the workshops: “When is KidsTime
happening again?” They love playing
games, running around and enjoy
building dens – it is almost like a
comforting ritual for them.

These two children have been coming
to the KidsTime Workshop since they
were six years old. When they arrive,
they burst out of the taxi and run to
meet the group, and they always enjoy
a warm welcome from everyone.

The children’s mother has always
struggled to benefit from talking
therapies in her life, and her children
can also find it hard to talk about more
difficult feelings. Their grandmother
has sometimes wondered how much

The children live with their maternal
grandmother, under a special
guardianship order. Their mother was
an adult teenager when she had them,
and struggles with severe depression
and ADHD; she has experienced a
number of traumatic incidents in her
life, and her mental health can
fluctuate significantly; she has been
open to NHS services and has had a
number of hospital admissions since
she was a teenager. The children’s
mother lives close to her mother and
her children, and visits them daily
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They love playing
games, running
around and enjoy
building dens – it
is almost like a
comforting ritual
for them

the children actually understood, but
was very happy for them to have a
good time and, above all, experience
that they are not the only children with
a parent with a mental illness.
The children’s mother told us that
over time she felt more and more able
to speak, and being part of a group has
made her feel less alone with her
difficulties. One day, the children’s
grandmother realised that the
children were taking things on board
more than she had expected; on their
way to the workshop, one of them said:
“KidsTime is the place where we talk
about mental illness and why people
are sad”, and then changed the subject
again, and was looking forward to
“having a yummy pizza and play their
favourite game (grandmother’s
footsteps).”
The children’s grandmother thinks
that it is particularly helpful for them
to learn about these difficult issues in
a playful way which most likely would
not be achieved in a lesson. Their
mother fed back to us that the
KidsTime Workshop has given her
more of a language to talk to her
children about how she and her
partner both struggle with their
mental health.
We also noticed some changes
between the children and their
mother. In the first few workshops,
mum seemed to have left her own
mother, the children’s grandmother,
to respond to them when they were
upset or distressed, but in one of the
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more recent workshops, she had the
courage to come without her mum.
Moreover, she was able to comfort the
children which she reflected herself
was not something she was able to do
a few years ago, and felt very
supported by the team.
One of the children who can get very
anxious and easily upset, and
struggles to talk about her emotional
experiences, said, in relation to the
topic of what is hard to talk about, that
they: “Cannot stay with Mummy
because her doctor said it would not
be very good for them”. The other
child quickly added: “It must be
because she is very sad.”
In another workshop, around
Halloween, when we talked about the
things which are hidden in our closets,
the children said: “We worry when
Mummy is sad and upset.” It was
helpful for their mum to hear that all
the children in the room had similar
experiences, and this helped her not to
feel overcome by guilt.
The children’s grandma has often said
that KidsTime Workshops are also a
great opportunity to find out about
ideas and useful resources from other
families, and she often has amazing
and helpful ideas in the parent group.
The children’s mother also mentioned
recently that she feels these
workshops also helped her to make
friends.

Growing in confidence
We have a family that has been
coming for three years. They are a
family whose mum has suffered with
domestic violence for many years, and
all four children were affected until
their mum fled. The mum has come on
leaps and bounds by attending
KidsTime Workshops, and will input
into the meetings with her own
experiences. The children are growing
in confidence and will help others in
the group and newcomers to feel
welcome. The mum is less dependent
on the group and has now accessed
other groups as a support network.
The children are doing well in
school and are always happy to join in
group discussions. The eldest, who is a
young teenager, used to say “Meh” as
a response on evaluation forms, but
will now give a detailed response about
what she has enjoyed. The children are
vocal about their mum’s mental health
and their own, and what they do to help
her and themselves.

Learning to communicate
feelings
We have one young person with
special educational needs in our group.
When she first started, she found it
difficult to socialise with the other
children and participate in the drama
plays. Over time, she has become much
more involved. At first, she did not
want to be filmed at all, now she
sometimes volunteers to be in
PAGE 17
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In the parents’
group, the mother
indicated she was proud
of her daughter –
something we had not
previously
heard
the play. When
she does not want to
be filmed, she is happy
to be the camera-person or ‘audience’.
She reported having difficulties at
school, not having any friends, and
often sitting alone during lunch time.
Although she has not said much about
how this is progressing, she has good
contact with a few children in the
group. One child in particular gets
along with her really well. We are
pleased to see she is able to find that
connection with a peer.
She and her mother also talk about
her mother’s illness more. Both have
anxiety about the other person’s
well-being, so it is promising to see
they are communicating about each
other’s feelings and conditions more.
During the parents’ group, the mother
indicated that she was proud of how
her daughter was doing – something
we had not really previously heard
from her. This young person has grown
significantly in maturity and
communicative skills.
When she gets upset during the
sessions, she takes some time out for
herself, and then re-joins the group
when she feels ready. When she does

get upset and finds it difficult to
express this, she is able to talk to our
workshop lead, who can support her
through this. The upset normally does
not last long and she is able to get back
into the drama play afterwards. She
makes the decision on when she is
ready to join the others again and has
consistently shown maturity in this.
She can be quite funny, which the other
children really enjoy and which the
mother seems to appreciate more than
she did a year ago – the mother is often
worried that her daughter’s humour is
‘dark’ or inappropriate – but seems to
realise now that this is her daughter’s
way of expressing her feelings.
The mother and the young person seem
to have a better understanding of each
other now and are increasingly
learning to talk to each other about how
they feel. The mother uses the
parents’ group to talk about her
worries, which helps her feel less
anxious about her daughter. This also
seems to work the other way around.
The young person has come on leaps
and bounds since she first started
attending the KidsTime Workshops. It
is great to see how she has grown in her
communication skills, confidence and
how her relationship with her mother
seems better now. Both mother and the
young person attend almost every
session.

Parent's support network
The core group of families in our
KidsTime Workshop hugely benefitted
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from being able to contact each other,
even in between workshops. The
parents had set up a WhatsApp group,
to be able to keep in touch. The parents
often spur each other on to attend. This
has led to the parents becoming a
strong cohesive group that support
each other. It has come to our attention
that families meet up in between
workshops, sometimes to share
concerns or talk about the challenges
they are facing, but also just for a social
gathering. The children also love
attending the workshop and seeing
each other.
Although most of these parents do now
not regularly attend anymore, they do
still keep in touch with each other
where possible. They are also very
welcoming to new families, making
them feel at ease when they attend.
The new families haven’t known each
other for a long period of time, due to
new referrals coming in regularly.
However, they have always provided
positive feedback. Referrers say that
the children are positive and
enthusiastic about the workshops and
are asking to keep attending. We have
had two teenagers attend and one
young adult who benefitted from having
contact with peers. For one of them, it
was the first time they were able to
share their personal experiences with
another young person, which had a big
impact on her. After the workshop she
reported feeling “very happy” she had
met another teenager with similar
experiences.

"A beacon of positivity"
One of our families includes a 40-yearold mother-of-three, who previously
ran her own business. This family was
originally referred to the KidsTime
Workshop in 2017 via Children’s
Services. Around this time, the
mother’s mental health had
deteriorated to a point where she had
made an attempt to end her life; she
had persistent low mood, hopeless
thoughts and was neglecting herself;
she became completely isolated from
her family and friends. She cited a
difficult childhood and relationship
problems as precipitating factors to
her breakdown, and felt totally unfit to
parent her children.
The children’s mother was eventually
detained under Section 3 of the Mental
Health Act and her children were
allocated a social worker and placed
on a Child in Need Plan. It was agreed
that the children be looked after by
another family member while their
mum was in hospital. Fortunately, the
mother’s mental state improved
significantly during this admission.
She was eventually diagnosed with
emotionally unstable personality
disorder (EUPD).
Upon discharge, the children’s
mother was disillusioned by services,
and frustrated about why it had taken
so long to get diagnosed and the
waiting times to get specialist
treatment. She attended KidsTime
Workshops around this time and
brought these questions to the adults’
group. It became apparent that she
PAGE 20
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was still in a hopeless place and had
felt let down by both her family and
services.
The mother’s marriage ended and she
separated from her husband. This
meant she had greater responsibility
to look after her children on her own.
Again, she spoke about many of these
themes at the workshop.
This mother was a regular attendee
to the monthly workshops. Over time,
she began to open up and learned to
confide in both the facilitators and the
other parents. She saw a change in her
children and witnessed how drama
and games were used to explore their
feelings, but also how talented and
confident they were. She saw sides of
her children she rarely saw at home.
She was able to reflect on her own
parenting style and how her moods
and vulnerabilities had a detrimental
impact on her children. She did
further reading and took part in
therapy; this led her to educate herself
further about her illness.
The children’s mother has made her
home an open space in which to

The children's
mother has made her
home an open space
in which to discuss
family problems

discuss family problems. The children
are aware that they can approach her
and discuss difficult themes if they
need to. She introduced mindfulnessbased activities at home such as
breathing exercises or colouring. She
is a strong support and advocate for
other parents at KidsTime Workshops.
She is open about her experiences and
how she has overcome these. She is a
beacon of positivity for recovery from
mental illness.
The children’s mother is open at
workshops about the difficulties her
children have had, which include her
son who has displayed emotional
problems in the workshops and at
school, but also her eldest daughter
who has had her own mental health
difficulties, and who is now open to
Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services. The children’s mother is
aware that however challenging these
issues are for her and the family, she
has found a safe and trusting space at
the KidsTime Workshops to explore
these.

Connecting with other young
people
J lives with her grandmother, and
has done all her life. J’s mum has
bipolar disorder and is often too
unwell to care for J. They see each
other once a month when her mum is
well enough. J is now beginning to ask
lots of questions about her mum and
why she can’t live with her. She was
referred to the KidsTime Workshops
to give her an opportunity to meet
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other children whose parents have a
mental illness, and to talk about her
confusion about not living with her
mum. J came to one workshop before
lockdown and loved it, fully
participating in the drama activities;
she also met another young person
who can’t live with their parent. Since
lockdown, J has regularly logged into a
live video listening session for young
people offered by Our Time. J has also
participated in our fortnightly Zoom
workshops.
Her grandmother said that she really
enjoys both these activities and looks
forward to them.

Whole family support
R and R live with their mum and dad,
and are both primary school age. Their
father has emotionally unstable
personality disorder and depression,
and his moods can go up and down a
lot, or he can rely quite a lot on R for
emotional support.
The family were told about the
KidsTime Workshops and the father
contacted us directly to ask if the
family could join the workshop - this
was also followed by a referral from
the family’s social worker.
R and R and their parents came along
to a workshop just before lockdown
and said that the whole family enjoyed
it. Since lockdown, the whole family
has regularly participated in the Zoom
workshops, and the children’s father

said that the family have also enjoyed
the weekly bulletins and links that we
have been sending out.

Opening up

Without realising it,
she freely began to talk
about her anxiety and
how it is an obstacle in
her life

The family I am going to discuss
consists of a mother and her young
daughter. I will name them Lisa and
Clara for the purpose of this case
study.
Lisa and Clara joined the KidsTime
Workshop nine months ago. Lisa
suffers from severe anxiety and has
been diagnosed with an anxiety
disorder. Clara also presented with
some anxiety type behaviours such as
aggression, fleeing from situations
that were too frightening to manage
and she was very worried about her
mother. Lisa had not spoken to Clara
about her mental illness, as she
wanted to protect her, and was fearful
that Clara’s anxiety would escalate.
At their first session, Clara was very
quiet and Lisa was very tearful. She
almost found it overwhelming to listen
to other people talking about their
illness and the impact it had on the
families attending the session. She
found it overwhelming when she
suddenly realised that she was not
alone. She felt overwhelmed in the
sense that she knew she was in the
right place, not that it was too much
for her. Her tears expressed the loss of
what she has never had, in terms of
the support on offer, and the hope that
she would find a way to enhance her
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relationship with Clara and be able to
communicate with her. She did not
feel judged, she felt part of something
that she belonged to and she could be
herself.
However frightening, Lisa kept
returning. The tears reduced and her
confidence grew. As time went by, Lisa
became a regular speaker and sharer
in the group. She was getting it. ‘It’
being why they were all there. She
participated in all activities presented
to her, regardless of how
uncomfortable she was. She did this
for Clara. Without realising it, she
freely began to talk about her anxiety,
how it inhibits her, dominates her and
is an obstacle in her life, as well as her
relationship with her daughter. Whilst
she was opening up to the group, she
was also beginning to communicate
with Clara. Clara was beginning to
understand why mum was not like
other mums and why she felt worried
in general and about her mum. The
doors of communication were opened.
I can remember one session after
about five months when we were

joined by a new family. We were
introducing them to the notion of
KidsTime Workshops and what it
means to everyone, as well as
what they want from it. Lisa said that
she is there to learn how to
communicate with Clara. She said that
she did not know if she would ever be
able to do it, as she never knew how to
say things or what words to use.
Another group member told her that
she was already doing it and gave
examples. This was such a poignant
and powerful moment for Lisa. She
was now communicating with her
daughter about her mental illness.
From this moment on Lisa and Clara’s
communication has developed
further; the relationship is beginning
to take on a new form, and life is
somewhat easier.
It would be unrealistic to think that all
of their problems had vanished and
they were living their dream life
and happily ever after. However,
communication is developing, guilt
and shame are lessening at times, and
they are creating new ways to relate to
each other, as well as themselves. Life
is hard, especially during the
coronavirus lockdown, but they live
with hope and achievement, and the
KidsTime Workshop remains an
invaluable support to them.
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